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It is a matter of great pride and satisfaction for us to bring out the Vigyan
Jyoti Newsletter-Stemporium which is being published quarterly with the
joint efforts of NVS-DST-AIF-IBM India. This Newsletter is like a mirror
which reflects a clear picture of all the activities conducted by Knowledge
Centres for the quarter under Vigyan Jyoti Program. I extend my
congratulations to the VJ Team who took the responsibility for the arduous
task most effectively. I am hopeful that this concise periodical will not only
develop a sense of inquisitiveness and scientific temperament in VJ
scholars but also develop a sense belonging to this Program.

In an effort to evoke the scientific
learning and curiosity in young minds,
we are back with the second edition of

the Vigyan Jyoti newsletter-
STEMPORIUM. The newsletter features

thought provoking scientific
information, motivational stories from

role models and interesting activities for
our budding scholars. Also bringing to
you, the quarterly updates of Vigyan

Jyoti activities. 
Are you ready to dive into the world of

science?
Happy reading!!

Message from Mr. T Gopalakrishna, Deputy Commissioner, NVS 



VIGYAN JYOTI ACTIVITIES (JULY - SEPTEMBER, 2022)

The Aspiring Scholar series completed its preparatory phase with
19 sessions in September, 2022. The next phase of the series will
be the Focused phase in which only the selected Vigyan Jyoti
Scholars will participate. 350 participants from all the 8 regions
will be selected through a screening test which also took place in
September. The Focused phase will begin in October 2022.

Aspiring Scholar Series

Curriculum based STEM (C-STEM) Sessions
The Curriculum-based STEM (C-STEM) sessions are designed to make
science curriculum fun for class X Vigyan Jyoti Scholars and also give
them an opportunity to explore the world around them with a scientific
approach. The sessions are filled with hands-on activities, fun
experiments, research- based activities, games and discussions. Three
sessions have been completed in the month of September, 2022. 

Special Online Classes and Tests Conducted for VJ Phase III Students
In collaboration with ALLEN Career Institute, Kota, 33 special classes on Physics, Chemistry,
Biology and Mathematics have been conducted in August and September, 2022 for all the Class
XII Vigyan Jyoti Scholars registered for the Phase III of VJ Program.

ATL Engagements for JNV Teachers
After the successful completion of the ATL workshop, a series of
post-workshop engagement activities for the participant teachers
are curated, with the objective to facilitate the teachers with a
sustained hand-holding support. As part of this series of post-
workshop engagement activities, teachers are given an assignment 

to build a working model/prototype which is currently in progress. Two follow-up meetings have
been conducted with the teachers in the month of September, 2022 to provide guidance in the
ATL Assignment.

PyCode Sessions
Two Pycode sessions have been conducted for the VJ Scholars
since August and nine more sessions will be conducted by
December, 2022.



Knowledge Centres (KCs) organized orientation sessions for the VJ girls and their parents to
onboard them in Vigyan Jyoti and connect them with the basic tenets of the Program. Personal
involvement of the Principal/Vice Principal helped towards better implementation.

KCs organised RMIs and career counselling sessions in collaboration with locally available resource
persons in STEM field / JNV alumni. The interactions helped the young girls judge their potential
and instilled the confidence in them to pursue higher studies/career in STEM.

Mr. Vinayak Garg, Commissioner, NVS visited KC
Bangalore Urban on 25th September, 2022 where
the students exhibited the learnings from Vigyan
Jyoti Program.
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In Phase-III of Vigyan Jyoti, 100 new JNVs were onboarded on
the LMS. An orientation session was conducted for JNV
teachers in which they were briefed about various features of
LMS; the process of students' registration; and details about
how to add scholarship and other financial details in the LMS.

Vigyan Jyoti LMS Platform

Orientation cum Students-Parents Counselling

Role Model Interaction (RMI)

NVS Commissioner's Visit to Knowledge Centre Bangalore Urban



Scholars from various KCs visited the associated KPs, which are National institutions of repute,
such as Science Lab, Science Centre, Science Park, Science museum, and Planetarium. These visits
were meant to encourage the VJ girls to pursue higher education in such institutes. 

Schools conducted tinkering activities for scholars which enhanced their curiosity and thinking.
Various components like battery, motor, Arduino, breadboard, etc. were used.

A few KCs conducted Science Camps for VJ scholars for 1-2 days. The camps included model
making, science exhibition, motivational talks, hands on session, science outreach, etc. Schools
improvised the activities of Science camp accordingly at their end.
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Knowledge Partner (KP) Visit 

Tinkering/ATL Sessions

Science Camps



What's Up in the World of Science?

NASA's spaceship strikes asteroid in first-ever defence test

NASA's DART spacecraft successfully slammed into a distant asteroid
at hypersonic speed on September 26, 2022 in a test of the world's first
planetary defense system, designed to prevent a potential doomsday
meteorite collision with Earth. While the asteroid Dimorphos were not

at risk of colliding with Earth, NASA's demonstration highlights our capability to protect Earth
from something like a dangerous hazardous asteroid impact. Double Asteroid Redirection Test
(DART) is the first-ever mission dedicated to investigating and demonstrating one method of
asteroid deflection by changing an asteroid’s motion in space through kinetic impact.

Food can be grown without Sunlight

Scientists have found a method to bypass the need for biological
photosynthesis, allowing them to create food without sunlight via
artificial photosynthesis. They had used a two-step electrocatalytic
process to convert carbon dioxide, electricity, and water into acetate,
which is the main component in vinegar. They then applied the acetate 

to food-producing organisms in the dark, causing these organisms to grow. Their method could
provide a much-needed food growth alternative in the face of a catastrophic climate crisis.

India launches 5G Network

After what has been a long-awaited wait, 5G services have officially
been launched in the world’s second-largest internet market to
provide seamless coverage with high data speeds and low latency,
thereby ensuring a revolution and the beginning of a new era in the
telecommunications sector in India. Besides powering ultra-low
latency connections, which allow downloading full-length high-
quality video or movie to a mobile device in a matter of seconds (even in crowded areas), 5G can
enable solutions such as e-health, connected vehicles, more-immersive augmented reality and
metaverse experiences, life-saving use cases, and advanced mobile cloud gaming, among others.
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Novel plastic film can kill Covid virus using just room light

Scientists in the UK have developed a plastic film that can kill the
SARS-CoV-2 virus particles which land on its surface with just room
light. The self-sterilizing film is less costly to produce, can be readily
scaled and used for disposable aprons, tablecloths, and curtains in
hospitals. The film is coated with a thin layer of particles that absorb
ultraviolet (UV) light and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS). 

These kill viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, the researchers said. The technology used to create
the film also ensures it is degradable -- unlike the current disposable plastic films -- making it
environment-friendly, the researchers said.

India’s first indigenously developed qHPV vaccine against cervical cancer

Serum Institute of India (SII) and Department of Biotechnology (DBT)
launched India's first indigenously developed quadrivalent Human
Papilloma Virus (HPV) vaccine for prevention of cervical cancer on
September 1, 2022. This comes at a crucial juncture as Cervical cancer is
the second most common cancers among women in India, even though it
is preventable. This cancer is commonly diagnosed among women aged
15 to 44 years of age.

India's first Hydrogen Fuel Cell Bus

India’s first truly indigenously developed hydrogen fuel cell bus was
launched recently. The hydrogen fuel cell uses hydrogen and air to
generate electricity, producing only heat and water in the process.   
Fuel cells work in a similar manner to conventional batteries found
in electric vehicles but they do not run out of charge and don’t need
to be recharged with electricity. They continue to produce electricity 

What is fuel Cell? Fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device which generates
electricity, heat and water by using hydrogen and air.

as long as there is a supply of hydrogen. Just like conventional cells, a fuel cell consists of an
anode (negative electrode) and cathode (positive electrode) wrapped around an electrolyte.



Across
1. Another name of this is “voice box”.
2. The process where blood flows throughout the body.
3. The layer of skin on the outside of the body.
5. The tissue that connects bones with muscle.
6. The throbbing of arteries in the body as blood is pumped  through them.

Down
1. Tissue that holds joints together.
4. The opening in the eye that light passes through.

A cockroach can live for up to one week without its head. Cockroaches are
often pointed to as the most possible nuclear war refugees. Due to their open
circulatory system, and the fact that they breathe through little holes in each
of their body segments, they are not dependent on the mouth or head to
breathe. 

WOMEN IN STEM

Across: 1. Larynx 2. Circulation 3. Epidermis 5. Tendon 6. Pulse
Down: 1.Ligament 4. Pupil

On August 23rd, 2022, Google Doodle paid tribute to Anna Mani, one of the first
female scientists of India who is also known as the "Weather Woman of India" on
her 104th birth anniversary. 
A distinguished meteorologist, Mani was the former Deputy Director General of
the Indian Meteorological Department and made significant contributions in the
field of solar radiation, ozone and wind energy instrumentation. She excelled so
much in this male-dominated field that by 1953, she became head of the division. 

Throughout the 1950s, Mani established a network of solar radiation monitoring stations and
published several papers on sustainable energy measurement. In 1987, she won the INSA K. R.
Ramanathan Medal for her remarkable contributions to science.

Anna Mani (1918 - 2001)

HISTORY IN SCIENCE
On a cold winter day of 1895, Wilhelm Roentgen,  a German professor of Physics,
was testing whether cathode rays could pass through a glass. His cathode tube was
covered in heavy black paper, so he was surprised when a green light nevertheless
escaped and projected onto a nearby fluorescent screen. The curious scientist
further through experimentation, found that the mysterious light would pass 

through most substances but leave shadows of solid objects and eventually he discovered that X-rays
would pass through human tissue too, rendering the bones and tissue beneath visible. News of his
discovery spread worldwide, and within a year, doctors were using X-rays to locate gun shots, bone
fractures, kidney stones and swallowed objects.

Did you know, Rontgen named the rays "X" because he did not know what the strange rays were and  now
eventually one of the biggest invention in the field of Medicine is universally called as "X-Ray"

Science Crossword
(Let's see how well you know your body!)

It's fine!
 I am fine!
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Gallery

VJ Scholars from KC Gandhinagar
visited Science City, Ahmedabad 

VJ scholars from KC West Singhbhum
visited NML, CSIR, Jamshedpur 

KC Chandel visited NIT Manipur and
Regional Science Centre, Imphal 

Dr. Sujitha Thomas, Principal Scientist ICAR,
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute,
Regional Centre Mangalore  addressing the

VJ Scholars in KC South Canara

KC Jorhat organized RMI by DR Swapnali
Hazarika, Principal Scientist cum

Associate Professor, CSIR NEIST, Jorhat

Dr. Sanjeev Kaur, Scientist, DGRE,
Chandigarh addressing  the VJ

Scholars in KC Una

Science Camps and Exhibitions organized by various KCs


